
Year 4- Suggested book list 

 

  

A Dog So Small 

Philippa Pearce 

 

Ben Blewitt is desperate for a dog. He's picked out the biggest and best dogs from the books in the library - and 

he just knows he's going to get one for his birthday. Ben is excited when the big day arrives, but he receives a 

picture of a dog instead of a real one! But the imagination can be a powerful thing, and when Ben puts his to 

work, his adventures really begin! 

 

 

 

  

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 

Lewis Carroll, Philip Pullman 

 

Join Alice as she travels through Wonderland and meets a host of bizarre characters including the White Rabbit and 

the March Hare. Featuring Sir John Tenniel's original illustrations coloured by Harry Theaker and Diz Wallis, this is a 

beautiful edition of the ever-popular story, which will delight a new generation of readers. This title is a stunning new 

full-colour trade paperback edition of this children's classic. 

 

 

 

  

Anna Hibiscus 

inuke  

 

 

 

 

  

Beowulf 

Kevin Crossley-Holland 

 

This is the story of a young man who travelled far across the sea to fight two terrifying monsters - one who could rip a 

man apart and drink his blood, the other who lived like a sea-wolf at the bottom of a dark, blood-stained lake. His 

name was Beowulf, and his story was written down in Anglo-Saxon in the eighth century. Kevin Crossley-Holland 

retells the story for children in strong, rhythmical prose, with striking illustrations by Charles Keeping. The paperback 

edition is now reissued with a new cover. 

 

 

 

  

Connor's Eco Den 

Pippa Goodhart 

 

The Hogg family are bursting out of their small house so Mr. Hogg challenges his three sons to build an extra 

bedroom themselves. Who will come up with the best design? Barrington Stoke specialises in books for reluctant, 

struggling and dyslexic readers. 

 

 

 

  

Emil and the Detectives 

Erich Kastner 

 

A reissue of this classic Emil story. 

 

 



 

  

Fattypuffs and Thinifers 

Andre Maurois, Raymond Briggs, Fritz Wegner 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Haroun and the Sea of Stories 

Salman Rushdie 

 

Haroun's father is the greatest of all storytellers. His magical stories bring laughter to the sad city of Alifbay. But one 

day something goes wrong and his father runs out of stories to tell. Haroun is determined to return the storyteller's gift 

to his father. So he flies off on the back of the Hoopie bird to the Sea of Stories - and a fantastic adventure begins. 

 

 

 

  

Harriet the Spy 

Louise Fitzhugh 

 

First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this classic children's novel has sold over 4 million copies and was 

awarded the New York Times Outstanding Book Award. Sixth-grader Harriet attends school on the New York's 

Upper East Side along with her two best pals, Sport, the jock, and Janie, the mad scientist. After school every day, 

she takes her notebook and proceeds through her spy route. Climbing on milk crates and hoisting herself up 

dumbwaiters, Harriet observes the rich lady who never gets out of bed; the man with twenty-five cats and the 

Italian family who runs a grocery store. She writes brutally warts-and-all notes on them all. Harriet's downfall is that 

she also writes down her thoughts about people she actually knows. After a game in the park when her notebook 

is knocked out of her hands and read by her classmates, Harriet's deepest thoughts are revealed and she is 

quickly ostracised by all her classmates -- even the boy with the Purple Socks -- who form the Spycatcher's Club to 

punish her. After her parents find out what's happened, Harriet receives a final, crushing blow. She is no longer 

allowed to take notes -- her parents, her teacher and even the cook search her every day for a contraband 

notebook. Harriet's only consolation is the love and the wise advice of her nanny who manages to get her 

through this difficult period in her life. A classic in the US where it was first published and a major motion film from 

Paramount, Harriet the Spy is a beloved book throughout the world. 

 

 

 
  

Highway Robbery 

Kate Thompson 

 

'Hold the mare for me, lad. And when I come back I'll give you a golden guinea.' It's more money than the street 

urchin has ever dreamt of. But who is the rider, and why is there so much interest in his big black horse? And will the 

boy ever see the money he has been promised? There's highway robbery in the air, but it isn't always entirely clear 

just who is trying to rob who. 

 

 

 

  

I Was a Rat! Or, the Scarlet slippers 

Philip Pullman 

 

When a small boy turns up on Bob and Joan's doorstep unable to say much except 'I was a rat', the kindly couple 

adopt him. It seems strange but Bob reads about odder things every day in his newspaper. To them, the sunny little 

chap is Roger, and he's trying hard to adapt to human life. But when he gets lost and ends up on the run, other 

people, egged on by their newspapers, are quick to see him as the Monster, a rodent fiend who could terrorise 

the town. Only a friend in a very high place could save Roger from the authorities who are determined to 

exterminate him- Cleverly weaving elements of the Cinderella story into a subtle parody of modern times, master 

storyteller Philip Pullman has created a gallery of fascinating characters from the virtuous to the villainous, in a 

book which will grip every reader who picks it up. 

 

 

 

  

Lost! The Hundred-Mile-An-Hour Dog 

Jeremy Strong 

 

Streaker the dog is lost. And not just a bit lost, but really lost! It wasn't even her fault! She wanted to protect some 

pies from the pie robber and suddenly she's miles from home and two-legged Trevor and she has to make friends 

with a cat. A cat! But it gets a lot hairier when they find themselves face-to-face with a baboon ...For the first time 

ever, Streaker tells her incredible adventures in her own words - and very funny words they are too. Rowan Clifford's 

illustrations add to the chaotic fun. 

 

 



 

  

Lunatics and Luck 

Marcus Sedgwick 

 

Join the wonderfully weird Otherhand family and their faithful guardian, Edgar the raven, and discover the dark 

secrets of Castle Otherhand. Solstice and Cudweed are appalled to find their father has appointed a new school 

master. But things get even worse when the grumpy, viciously mean teacher actually arrives. The Otherhand 

children are sure there's something more to him than meets the eye - the trouble is, who will believe them? No one it 

seems. Except, perhaps, Edgar. Winner of the 2011 Blue Peter Book Award for Most Fun Story With Pictures, LUNATICS 

AND LUCK is the third story in this hilarious six book mystery series (with a touch of goth-froth) for 9 year olds from 

bestselling author, Marcus Sedgwick with quirky black and white line illustrations from new talent, Pete Williamson. 

Dedicated website on Raven Mysteries: www.ravenmysteries.co.uk 

 

 

 

  

Mouse Noses on Toast 

Daren King 

 

'I will have the colourful parrot soup,' the lady said, 'with extra beaky bits.' 'And I,' said her husband, 'will have 

mouse noses on toast.' The waiter flipped open his notebook and wrote this down. 'Would that be with whiskers, 

Sir, or without?' Hiding on the restaurant table, Paul Mouse's world has just turned upside down. Surely the man is 

making a joke? Isn't mouse noses on toast just a big myth? Gathering his friends - Sandra the Christmas tree 

decoration, Rowley Barker Hobbs, the sheepdog, and the Tinby, a kind of monster - Paul becomes determined 

to find the truth. So begins an adventure involving mouse activists, the prime minister, cheese addicts and a 

wildly insane Tinby. But what awaits them all at the mouse noses abbatoir...? 

 

 

 

  

Mr Gum and the Dancing Bear 

Andy Stanton 

 

Mr Gum returns in the fifth shamelessly hilarious book...Good evening. Do you like bears called Padlock? Course 

you do. Do you like hot-air balloons? Course you do. Do you like tall sailing ships with mad sea captains, and 

horrifying old villains and words like 'wab!', 'tungler' and 'kelp'? COURSE you do! Well, guess what, you lucky little 

nibbleheads? This book's got all of those things - and a lot more besides. It's a rollicker! It's a frolicker! It's a funtime 

sun-time yollicker! So what you waiting for? Get reading! 

 

 

 

  

Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh 

Robert C. O'Brien 

 

They are not like other rats. They work at night, in secret...Time is running out for Mrs Frisby. She must move her family 

of mice before the farmer destroys their home. But her youngest son, Timothy, is too ill to survive the move. Help 

comes in the unexpected form of a group of mysterious, super-intelligent rats. But the rats are in danger too, and 

little by little Mrs Frisby discovers their extraordinary past. 

 

 

 

  

Ottoline and the Yellow Cat 

Chris Riddell 

 

This work introduces Miss Ottoline Brown, an exceptionally inquisitive Mistress of Disguise, and her partner in crime, 

Mr Munroe. No puzzle is ever too tricky for the two of them to solve ...Ottoline lives in a stylish apartment in Big City 

with a small hairy creature called Mr Munroe. Together they look after the Brown family's eclectic collections - 

and dabble in a spot of detective work. So they are the first to the scene of the crime when a string of high 

society dog-nappings and jewel thefts hits Big City. Ottoline (who luckily has a diploma from the Who-R-U 

Academy of Disguise) and Mr Munroe go undercover - and expose an ingenious scam masterminded by furry 

feline crook, the Yellow Cat. This is a quirky mystery - adventure which is perfectly packaged and highly 

collectable. 

 

 

 

  

Sophie and the Albino Camel 

Stephen Davies 

 

Sophie lives in Gorom-Gorom, with her carnivorous-plant obsessed dad. Despite living there for two years and 

speaking the local language, Sophie finds it difficult to make friends. So when she meets Gidaado, a young griot 

(story-teller), she agrees to join him and his albino camel, Chobbal, on a journey to his village. It is not until they 

have set off, that Sophie begins to realise just how dangerous the desert is - it's full of djinnis that creep up behind 

you, and jump on your head and make you go mad. Not to mention the infamous Moussa ag Litni, a ruthless 

bandit who steals camels... 

 

 



 

 

  

Stig of the Dump 

Clive King 

 

Barney is a solitary little boy, given to wandering off by himself. One day he is lying on the edge of a disused chalk-

pit when it gives way and he lands in a sort of cave. Here, he meets 'somebody with a lot of shaggy hair and two 

bright black eyes' wearing a rabbit skin and speaking in grunts. He names him Stig. Of course nobody believes 

Barney when he tells his family all about Stig, but for Barney cave-man Stig is totally real. They become great friends, 

learning each others ways and embarking on a series of exciting adventures. 

 

 

 

  

Swallows and Amazons 

Arthur Ransome 

 

The ultimate children's classic - long summer days filled with adventure. John, Susan, Titty and Roger sail their boat, 

Swallow, to a deserted island for a summer camping trip. Exploring and playing sailors is an adventure in itself but 

the island holds more excitement in store. Two fierce Amazon pirates, Nancy and Peggy, challenge them to war 

and a summer of battles and alliances ensues. 'My childhood simply would not have been the same without this 

book. It created a whole world to explore, one that lasted long in the imagination after the final page had been 

read' - Marcus Sedgwick. 

 

 

 

  

The Battle of Bubble and Squeak 

Philippa Pearce 

 

Sid, Peggy and Amy adore the two gerbils, Bubble and Squeak, but their mother detests them. A major family 

battle results, and it's clear life is never going to be quite the same again. But after a near fatal encounter between 

Bubble and Ginger the cat, Mrs Sparrow begins to see that life with 2 gerbils might not be so bad after all. 

 

 

 

  

The Butterfly Lion 

Michael Morpurgo 

 

ILLUSTRATED BY CHRISTIAN BIRMINGHAM. A lyrical and moving tale of a young boy growing up in Africa, and his 

lifelong friendship with a white lion. All my life I'll think you you, I promise I will. I won't ever forget you. Bertie rescues 

an orphaned white lion cub from the African veld. They are inseparable until Bertie is sent to boarding school far 

away in England and the lion is sold to a circus. Bertie swears that one day they will see one another again, but it 

is the butterfly lion which ensures that their friendship will never be forgotten. 

 

 

 

  

The Dancing Bear 

Michael Morpurgo 

 

A gentle and deeply moving story of a young girl and her bear, told with great charm by a master storyteller. High 

in the mountains, in a tiny village, an abandoned bear cub is adopted by a lonely orphan child. Soon they are 

inseparable, beloved by the whole village -- safe, until the arrival of a glamorous film crew who need a dancing 

bear! 

 

 

 

  

The Firework-maker's Daughter 

Philip Pullman 

 

More than anything else in the world, Lila wants to be a Firework-Maker. But every Firework-Maker must make a 

perilous journey to face the terrifying Fire-Fiend! Can Lila possibly survive? Especially when she doesn't know she 

needs special protection to survive his flames...The exciting and heart-warming story of Lila's journey to face the 

fearful fire demon fizzes with fun and drama. 

 



 

 

  

The Great Hamster Massacre 

Katie Davies 

 

A very natural and honest version of life's events from the perspective of a young girl - from her suspicions about 

her neighbours, to her rocky friendship with the girl next door; from the sudden death of her beloved granny to her 

relentless quest for a pet hamster, only to then find it mysteriously slaughtered - which kickstarts a local 

investigation of 'suspects'. This is the first in a proposed series of short novels featuring the same characters and 

setting - with the themes of pets and detective work holding them together. 

 

 

 

  

The Iron Man 

Ted Hughes 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Little Prince 

Antoine de Saint-Exupery 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Midnight Fox 

Betsy Byars 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Orca's Song 

Volke Gordon 

 

 

 

 

 

   

The Outlaw Varjak Paw 

S. F. Said 

 

Having saved the city cats from a fate worse than death, Varjak Paw finds himself the elected and popular leader 

of a new gang - a gang that supports freedom and kindness for all. But will the pressure take its toll on this brave, yet 

sometimes naive cat? Soon, the city erupts in an all-out gang war as the evil Sally Bones attempts to control the lives 

of all cats. Horrified and outnumbered, Varjak and the others must fight for their freedom or die trying; can Jalal's 

Way really be the best way? This is another thrilling adventure, eagerly awaited by all Varjak fans, both young and 

old.  



 

 

  

The Savage 

David Almond 

 

Imagine you wrote a story and that story came true. This is exactly what happens to Blue Baker when he writes 

about a savage living alone in the woods near his home. After his dad's death, Blue finds comfort in dreaming 

of a wild kid who survives on a diet of berries and the occasional hapless passer-by. But when the savage pays 

a night-time visit to the local bully, boundaries become blurred and Blue begins to wonder where he ends and 

the savage begins. Part novel, part graphic novel, this moving story features striking art from the award-winning 

Dave McKean. 

 

 

 

  

The Sheep-pig 

Dick King-Smith 

 

When Babe, the little orphaned piglet, is won at a fair by Farmer Hogget, he is adopted by Fly, the kind-hearted 

sheep-dog. Babe is determined to learn everything he can from Fly. He knows he can't be a sheep-dog. But 

maybe, just maybe, he might be a sheep-pig. 

 

 

 

  

War Boy A Country Childhood 

Michael Foreman 

 

Michael Foreman woke up when an incendiary bomb dropped through the roof of his Lowestoft home. Luckily, it 

missed his bed by inches, bounced off the floor and exploded up the chimney. So begins Michael's fascinating, 

brilliantly illustrated tale of growing up on the Suffolk frontline during World War II. He tells how he and his friends and 

family coped with bombing raids and deadly doodlebugs, how gas masks were great for making rude noises, and 

how nothing could beat rabbit pie! ' ...vivid, humorous and touching' - Guardian . 

 

 

 

  

Why is Snot Green? The Science Museum Question and Answer Book 

Glenn Murphy 

 

Why is snot is green? Do rabbits fart? What is space made of? Where does all the water go at low tide? Can 

animals talk? What are scabs for? Will computers ever be cleverer than people? Discover the answers to these and 

an awful lot of other brilliant questions frequently asked at the Science Museum in this wonderfully funny and 

informative book. It is divided into five sections which cover everything from the Big Bang to bodily functions and 

cool gadgets: Lost in Space; The Angry Planet; Animal Answers; Being Human; and Fantastic Futures. Two million 

people visit the Science Museum every year to see the extraordinary selection of exhibits and objects exploring the 

past, present and future of human invention and discovery. We are delighted to be publishing this brilliant book in 

association with the museum, where children of all ages can learn about science in a fresh, fun and interactive 

way. 

 

 

 

  

Woof! 

Allan Ahlberg 

 

He felt a curious tingling in his hands and feet. He felt his nose becoming cold and wet, his ears becoming flappy. 

The thought in his mind was: 'I'm turning into a dog!' Eric is a perfectly ordinary boy. Perfectly ordinary that is, until 

the night when, in fifteen seconds flat, he turns into a dog! Eric and his best friend are determined to sniff out the 

truth - what makes an ordinary boy go 'woof'? 

 

 

 


